OPINIONS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Chapter 173 of the 1935 Session Laws.
The facts upon which this opinion
is written are as follows: A trucker
goes to the Gallatin Valley and buys
a stack of hay from a rancher. Then
the trucker bales the hay and hauls
it to Butte and sells it to dairies for
feeding purposes; in other words, he
sells the hay direct to the consumer.
Your question is: Does that person
come within the provisions of the
above named act?
It is my opinion that he does not.
Section 1 of Chapter 164, above, defines a wholesaler as: "Any person
who shall buy to sell at wholesale, or
contract to buy to sell at wholesale,
or who shall handle at wholesale for
the purpose of resale, or who shall
handle at wholesale on account of, or
as agent for another any produce as
herein defined * * *." The same section contains this provision: "Provided further that the provisions of
this Act shall not apply to dealers at
retaiL" It will be remembered that
this Act covers all natural products
of the farm, and consequently takes
in transactions in hay, provided such
transactions are of a wholesale nature.
In order to properly answer your
question it seems to be necessary to
clearly distinguish between a wholesaler and a retailer. The definitions
are numerous and not at all at variance. I deem it sufficient, therefore,
to cite only a few.
Retailer, defined: "One who deals
in merchandise by selling it in smaller quantities than he buys-generally
with a view to profit." U. S. v. Mickle,
1 Cra. C. C. 268; 26 Fed. Cas. No. 15,
763. "One who sells goods by small
quantities or parcels; one who sells to
the consumer." Great Atlantic Etc.
Tea Co. v. Cream of Wheat Co., 227
Fed. 46; 141 CCA, 594, 595. "One who
sells directly to the consumer." In re
Metz Bros. Brewing Company, 88 Neb.
164, 167; 129 N. W. 443; 32 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 622.
Wholesaler, defined. "To sell by
wholesale is to sell by large parcels,
generally in original packages and
not by retail." Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Vol. 3, p. 3454. "One who
deals with the trade who buy to sell
again; one who sells, by the nature
of his business, in gross, and not by
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small quantities or parcels, to the consumers; one who sells to dealers for
resale; one who sells to purchasers of
packages or quantities for the purpose of trade or being resold." C. J.
Vol. 68, p. 260, and cases cited. "One
who buys in comparatively large
quantities and who sells usually in
smaller quantities, but never to the
ultimate consumer of individual unit
-he sells either to a jobber or to a
retailer." C. J. Vol. 68, p. 261 and
cases cited. "One who sells in bulk
to another who intends to revend the
articles purchased." C. J. Vol. 68, p.
261 and cases. Wholesale: "A sale
by a merchant to a retailer." Cyc.
Vol. 40, p. 929. Wholesale Dealer:
"One who deals with the trade who
buy it to sell again." Cyc. Vol. 40, p.
929.
From all of the foregoing, I conclude that the man in question is not
a wholesaler, and, therefore, not subject to the wholesale dealer's license
of this state, but that he is simply a
retailer, as long as he sells the hay
directly to the consumer and not to
the trade who buy to sell again.
Note: See Opinion No. 23, this volume.
Opinion No. 248.
Counties-Highways and BridgesFences-County Commissioners.
HELD: 1. Where the county owns
the fee title to land upon which a
highway is constructed, the county
commissioners may regulate the fencing by abutting land owners of a nonnavigable stream over which a bridge
has been built.
2. But where the county or public
has only an easement for highway
purposes the abutting land owners
normally would have the right to
fence to the bridge or bridge approach even though it prevents watering of livestock travelling the highway.
February 10, 1936.
Mr. E. O. Overland
County Attorney
Big Timber, Montana
In your letter of January 3, you
stated substantially that in your
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county there are a number of county
roads which cross various non-navigable streams. At the stream crossings the county has built bridges
which are usually about 16 feet in
width.
The roads themselves are
generally 60 feet in width. Many of
the ranchers owning land abutting
these bridges, have constructed fences
which border the rights of way up
to the bridges and at the point where
these fences reach the streams or the
approaches to the bridges, the
ranchers have built their fences in toward the bridges and have fastened
the fences to posts standing immediately next to the bridges. The ranchers contend that if they construct
their fences across the streams in a
straight line with the rights of way,
high waters in the spring of the year
will tear them out. On the other
hand, stockmen who take cattle over
"the roads complain that the fences
are so constructed that their livestock
cannot get down to the streams to
water.
You inquire whether the county
board may designate the width of
rights of way for roads at stream
crossings and whether the board may
allow or refuse land owners the privilege of building their fences adjoining the road up to the county bridges
in such a way that livestock travelling the roads cannot get down to
the streams for water.
It seems impossible to state a rule
which will apply to all cases. In general, it would seem that cases would
fall into one or two categories, namely: (a) Where the county or state
owns the fee title to the land upon
which the highway is constructed, and
(b) where the county or public has
only an easement for highway purposes. In the first class of cases, it
would seem that the board of county
commissioners would have power to
regulate the matter to suit themselves, within the limits of the land
so owned. In the second class of
cases, which would be by far the
more numerous class, our statute
provides as follows: "By taking or
accepting land for a highway, the
public acquires only the right of way
and the incidents necessary to enjoying and maintaining the same,
subject to the regulations in this act

and the civil code provided." (Section 1616 R. C. M. 1921.)
The quoted statute seems to be in
accordance with the rule at common
law. The right of the public is a
right of passage. 1 Elliott, Roads
and Streets (4th Ed.) 563 (Sec. 500);
Id. 571 (Sec. 508); Id. 552 (Sec. 489);
Id. 1141 (Sec. 876n).
The owner of abutting land is not
bound to fence his land, but if he
does not a person herding cattle
along the highway need use only ordinary care to prevent trespass by
straying cattle (Elliott, supra, 571).
At common law, the owner of the fee
was entitled to herbage growing on
the highway (Elliott, supra, 1146).
"Where nothing but the right to
use the land is acquired, the owner
of the fee retains a right to make
such use of the land as is not inconsistent with the easement acquired
by the corporation. Nothing can be
done by him that will make the use
of the way inconvenient or unsafe,
nor can he do anything that will
disturb the public in the free use of
the way, but, subject to the superior
right of the public, the owner is generally entitled to the use of the way
and to all the profits that accrue
from it." (Elliott, supra, 310 (Sec.
259.)
See also: Sections 1615 and 1644,
R. C. M. 1921; Chapter 59, Laws of
1929; 29 Corpus Juris 545, 546; and
Van Roy v. Watermolen, 125 Wis.
333, 104 N. W. 97.
We conclude that in the last mentioned class of cases the abutting
land owner normally would have a
right to construct his fences in the
manner you describe in your letter,
even though it prevents watering of
livestock travelling the highway, provided it did not hinder or obstruct
the free passage of traffic. It is conceivable that in a desert country it
might become absolutely impossible
to use a road if it were not possible
to reach water, in which case our
conclusion might be otherwise, but
I take it such is not the situation in
your county.
Opinion No. 249.
Insurance-State Insurance--RatesPrevailing Rate.
HELD: 1. Since the State is the

